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CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE
? Stories in this presentation 

come from Making Their Days 
Happen

? Book royalties, nonprofit 
Temple University Press

? Book presents findings from 
21 consumer and 20 worker 
interviews conducted and PAS 
policy analysis performed with 
funding from the Gordon and 
Betty Moore Foundation

Most people who need home-based 
paid personal assistance services 
(PAS) to support their activities of 
daily living (feeding, bathing, 
dressing, toileting, basic mobility) 
were never taught about how to obtain 
and manage PAS.
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Consumers learn as they go. 
When they have daily ADL 
support needs, obtaining 
reliable home-based PAS is 
typically a constant struggle, a 
source of anxiety, stress, and 
sometimes fear for their safety.

(COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated 
this struggle. Finding reliable, safe  
PAS workers is even harder than 
before.)

TIPPING POINT: MICHAEL
? British born, physicist
? Primary progressive MS at age 42; age 49 needed 

wheelchair; still working
? Married, 2 small children; moved downstairs, added 

ceiling-mounted lift, accessible bathroom
? “I had increasing difficulty doing very basic stuff, like 

washing and toileting by myself. The tipping point was 
that it was both taking so much energy from me that it 
was no longer really possible to do, and also it was clear 
that it could be dangerous.”
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TIPPING POINT: MICHAEL, cont.
? Hired woman who was providing PAS to neighbor
? She came 2 hours each morning to assist Michael with toileting, 

showering, and getting dressed for work
? Went well for about a year. “Then things broke down badly, and 

she left in a huff.”
? Michael had paid time-and-a-half for major holiday coverage; he 

had not realized President’s Day is a major holiday
? Heard of new franchise PAS agency starting in his area; he 

became their first client
? Michael went without PAS for a week

Among adults without disability, 58% 
have spouse/partner, compared with 
40% of people with self-care disability. 
Cannot assume that spouse/partner 
will be willing/able to provide ADL 
supports.

TRYING TO MAKE IT WORK: GEORGE
? Born with cerebral palsy; spinal cord injury late teens; early 60s
? Had moved in and out of 8 nursing homes
? Belongs to state program that pays for home-based PAS, but 

consumers must find and manage PAS workers
? George had difficulties managing in the community, his health 

would suffer, and he would return to the nursing home
? “This time, before I got out of the nursing home, I made sure that 

I was ready physically, as well as mentally, to put all my services 
together and really be able to manage my PCAs.”

? He hired two CNAs from nursing home (second jobs for them)
? Doing well, feeling stronger, sleeping well – CIL support
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CALCULATED RISKS: MATT
? Mid-50s; high spinal cord injury (quadriplegia) in early 20s
? Has learned over time how to hire and manage PCAs, consumer 

self-directed
? Matt has had to make hiring choices based on who he could find to 

do the job, which often isn’t easy
? “A very high percentage of my PCAs, my best PCAs, would fail any 

criminal background check. Some have violent offenses. They were 
young. They grew up in environments where they are survivors. 
Do I justify it? No.”

? Matt feels people can change, and he gives them benefit of the 
doubt – after conducting online searches about them

CALCULATED RISKS: MATT, cont.
? Matt makes trade-offs for his home-based supports based on his 

long experience
? Several years earlier, he needed pressure injury repair; surgeon 

wanted to put him in nursing home for post-operative care
? Matt refused, concerned about getting Clostridium difficile (C. diff) 

infection and not getting proper care
? “They’re not going to know how to turn me. And they’re not going 

to turn me enough.”
? Matt (with his nurse practitioner) trained his PCAs to manage 

surgical drains, reposition him frequently, perform physical therapy
? His wound healed, and Matt returned to his power wheelchair

Almost all consumer interviewees had 
had PAS workers steal from them. 
Most felt it was an expected cost of 
having low-wage workers in their 
homes. Some viewed it as a social 
justice matter.
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TRAPPED: ARIANA
? Late 50s, arthrogryposis, hybrid program “agency with choice”
? Many PAS workers over many years
? After divorce, had put wedding ring in box in closet – now missing 
? “If I didn't need her desperately, I probably would’ve said, `Get 

out. You're fired.’ But instead I said, `Why are you taking food? If 
you need a package of pork chops, I'll give it to you. If your dog 
needs dog food, I'll buy her a bag. I have no problem with that. 
But just ask me. Why are you stealing?’ She continued to deny she 
was stealing even though she was standing there with the food in 
her hands.”

? Ariana was afraid of losing support, even for a day or two

NO CHOICE, SO ADAPTS: NATALIE
? Early 50s, spinal muscular atrophy, 8 PCAs/week, 100+/lifetime
? Natalie’s mother, who had serious mental illness, neglected her
? Early teens, Natalie was put into nursing home for pneumonia, 

“left there to die”
? After year, Natalie got out of nursing home, moved in with friend
? As teenager, had to hire PCAs: “I had no idea what I was doing!”
? Has lived with boyfriend many years; never married – Medicaid
? Boyfriend’s income goes to supplement PCAs’ salaries
? Small house in expensive area – not fully accessible, which affects 

ADL support approaches

NATALIE, cont.
? “The bathroom is not accessible, and I don’t use it. … I do the bed 

pan every morning. I can do my own bowel care. I have a 
suprapubic tube with a leg bag the PCA empties once or twice each 
day. … I do bed baths. I haven’t been able to get into a bathtub or 
shower since I was 21. I used to be carried into the bathtub, but 
that’s just too dangerous. And I can’t sit in a shower chair because 
of my scoliosis. … I have to lean over sideways and wash my hair 
in a bucket, with a plastic drape. I’ve been doing the bucket thing 
for so long, we have it down.”

? PCA puts on Natalie’s body jacket (needed for support because of 
scoliosis and upper body weakness) each morning

? Occasionally uses ventilator during day, always at night
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Natalie’s situation is complex, but she knows 
what she is doing. “I feel like if something 
happened to me, unless one of my workers did 
something deliberately egregious, they're not 
responsible. I'm the one responsible for my 
care.” She lives a full life, with friends and 
disability advocacy work. Natalie would prefer 
more privacy – not having PCAs constantly 
around her home – but that’s how it must be.

SAVED LIVES: MICHAEL
? In spring 2020, Michael was 65 years old; HHAs 14 hours/day
? He had tried to implement measures to protect against COVID –

confusing in those early days of pandemic
? Still used commercial franchise agency for some hours; they 

stopped providing in-home services in early pandemic
? 3 of his 4 primary HHAs (who all had other jobs) worked in health 

care-related settings; one is phlebotomist at commercial diagnostic 
testing laboratory (full set of personal protective equipment)

? Paper masks, non-latex gloves, gowns, disinfecting surfaces, 
temps

? Least reliable HHA probably infected Michael
? April 20, 2020, fever; test from later in day confirmed COVID

SAVED LIVES: MICHAEL,  cont.
? Michael wanted to stay home, even if it meant he would die
? Hospitals are not equipped to care for people with severe physical 

disability, even in best of times
? Game changer: anonymous donor left 2 cartons of N95 masks
? The 3 HHAs figured out how to cover Michael 24/7, while keeping 

their other jobs and following strict protocols they established 
(e.g., showering before leaving his house)

? Got pulse oximeter, O2, morphine into house, under PCP’s direction
? He got very sick, COVID delirium, needed supplemental oxygen
? Almost didn’t make it, but on May 2nd, turned the corner 
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During Michael’s illness, I was in touch daily 
with his HHAs, by text or phone call, checking 
in, making sure coverage was in place. I 
repeatedly was astonished by the women’s 
generosity and professionalism, their 
dedication to his care. One evening, I told 
Nickie that her words made me want to cry, 
and she replied sharply, “No tears! No tears 
here.” I immediately shook myself into shape.

Nickie told me during those weeks that she 
was sure Michael would live — they just 
needed to do their jobs. Afterward, Michael 
told me that his HHAs confided to him that 
they had not expected him to live. He was so 
sick, they thought he would die. Nevertheless, 
they just needed to do their jobs.
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Paying PAS providers from a trust has special 
considerations for fiduciaries

Clients Employees Fiduciaries

Real life example

Trust-paid caregiver considerations

50%
of trust assets 

depleted
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If you are making 
regular, ongoing disbursements 

to an individual who is not the 
beneficiary, that person is likely an 

employee of the trust.

What does not factor into employee 
vs. contractor classification

1

2

3

If they want to be considered an 
independent contractor

How they wish to be paid

If a written agreement calls the 
worker a contractor

4 If they are a family member

There’s no 
such thing as 
just payroll. 
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Clear, written job 
duties and expectations 

& 
a fair, effective 

interview and selection 
process

How & when 
to terminate

Today we’ll focus on two important (and risky) 
phases of an employment relationship

Hiring Firing

It’s critical to set 
clear expectations 

of what’s required 
during the interview 

process and at the 
outset of the working 

relationship.

Clear expectations 
written down

Thorough process
including interviews, 
reference checks, and 
background checks

Real life example

Clear job duties & expectations
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Have clear job duties and expectations written down 

Clear, 
concise, 
specific

Doesn’t 
include 

anything 
illegal

Add a 
disclaimer

Tips for a successful interview

Write out 
questions in 

advance

1
Provide job 

duties 
beforehand

2
Adhere to pay 
transparency 

laws 

3
Run a 

background 
check (after)

4

Making 
assumptions

1
Asking 

questions 
related to a 

protected class

2
Going 

off-script

3

Things to avoid during an interview
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Real life example

Risky terminations

punchline

✔ Employee was taking leave 
for pregnancy

✔ Made a comment about not 
returning to work after she 
had the baby

✔ Client essentially told her: 
“Don’t bother.” 

The full story…

What should have happened?

Issues should 
have been 

documented
from the start

Attendance 
issues should 

have been 
addressed

immediately

Trustee 
should have 
sought legal 

guidance
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Terminations are sensitive and risky. Do your homework 
and prepare in advance.

Document issues Don’t wait Plan ahead

Be professional 
but empathetic Context matters

01 02 03

04 05

Workers’ Comp Insurance 

Claims Management

Employment Practices Liability

Wrongful Termination

Discrimination & Harassment

Theft

Payroll Processing

Tax Withholding, Payments, and Reporting

Background Checks

State and Federal Unemployment 

Mandated Benefits
HR Management

Minimum Wage & Overtime
Timecards & Recordkeeping

Garnishments
COVID

Recap

Terminate with care

Plan ahead

Consult an expert

There’s no 
such thing as 
“just payroll”

FiringHiring

Written job description

Consistent interview 
process

Know state & local laws

Trust is the employer

Don’t pay cash or 1099
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Thank you

Dr. Lisa Iezzoni Rachel Green
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